Stock List - Hand Loading, Casting Equipment and Accessories.
Make
Lyman

Description
S/H in very good condition

Price
£150.00

S/H full working order

£35.00

S/H unused

£20.00

S/H full working order

£65.00

Lyman

Item
T-Mag II Reloading
press
Pro 1200 turbo
tumbler
Stainless Steel Dial
caliper
Universal case
trimmer + 9 pilot multi
pack
Pro scale 500

S/H full working order

£35.00

Lyman

55 Powder measure

S/H as new

£50.00

Lyman

55 classic black
powder measure
Premium powder
measure
Match grade powder
measure
The Lee Enfield Rifle
book

Ex-display as new

£150.00

S/H excellent condition complete with
drop tubes
S/H excellent condition

£185.00

Classic reference book on the Lee
Enfield now out of print. Good condition
dust cover missing.
New in box .30-06 calibre. Collet die
only.
New in box .308 Win calibre. Collet die
only.
New in box .6.5x55 calibre. Collet die
only.
S/H .223 Rem complete in box
condition good
New. Robust hinged box for ammunition
and shooting accessories.
New. Handy little Tool Box with internal
dividers and removable tray. L7.8”.
H4.7”. W4.5”
New Compact compartmentalised box
for holding cleaning jags and similar
items
New in box. New dimension Series IV
speciality die set.
High quality case lube that I’ve found to
be as good as Imperial wax at a lot less

£60.00

Lyman
Lyman
Lyman

Harrel
Redding
Reynolds
Lee

Neck sizing collet die

Lee

Neck sizing collet die

Lee

Neck sizing collet die

Lee

Pacesetter die set

MTM

Ammo Can

MTM

Tool Box

MTM

Jag Box

Hornady

6.5 x 54 MS Die set.

Hornady

Unique Case Lube

£110.00

£20.50
£20.50
£20.50
£25.00
£15.00
£9.00
£3.00
£80.00
£4.00

Mountain &
Sowden
Lyman
Lyman
Thompson
Centre
CH
Parker
Hale
Proshot

.455” Webley Mk11
cases
30-06 2 die set
30-06 Case
Length/Headspace
gauge
Contender Hammer
extension
Press mounted collet
bullet puller
Roll Off scope
mounts
Bronze brush

Pukka
Bundhooks

Magic Mould lube

Pukka
Bundhooks

Ground Walnut
Tumbling Media

Pukka
Bundhooks

Kapok

Redding
No 1
MTM

405 grain Balance
beam scale
Patch catcher

Hoppes

Bore Snakes

MTM

Cast Bullet Boxes

cost for more.
50 cases unfired

£40.00

Boxed S/H good condition
Boxed S/H good condition

£25.00
£15.00

New

£15.00

S/H very good condition, boxed, with .
357 calibre collet.
New in Box. Scarce ¾” rings.

£20.00

Double ended toothbrush style cleaning
brush
Quality high temperature lube for mould
blocks. Use very sparingly on alignment
pins, sprue plate and top of mould.
Prevents chafing, binding and smearing
of the sprue plate. 4floz bottle.
Ultra fine tumbling media that won't clog
flash holes and is the best cleaning
grade I have used. 3lb bags.
Good quality Kapok, the best "organic"
case filler there is. 2 oz packets. This
goes a long way, even in large BP
cartridges.
Another fine scale almost new. Boxed
S/H
A very handy doofur for fitting over your
muzzle that catches patches and
solvent spray when cleaning you barrel
for domestic bliss. New
Excellent quick clean pull throughs.
Available in most calibres.
Excellent MTM quality. 3 1/2" x 3 1/2" x
2 1/2". Handy for bullets and many
other uses. New packs of 2.

£3.15

£15.00

£5.50

£6.00
£3.50

£55.00
£8.00

£12.50
£2.50

